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The Seattle Art Fair.
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SEATTLE — The photographer from the New York Times, zooming in on the Plexiglas enclosure housing Addie Wagenknecht’s drone-painting
studio by the entrance to the Seattle Art Fair, had a problem: Wagenknecht was temporarily absent. One name-drop of his employer, however,
and the zoolike enclosure was buzzing with live-action quadrocopter formalism. The lensman from the paper of record, boat-shod and critterbelted, had his shot. Fortunately, the rest of the scene at last night’s thronged opening was less incongruous, and the Pacific Northwest’s first
major art fair made a promising debut.
Situated in the cavernous convention center appended to the Seahawks’s downtown CenturyLink Field, the fair is a collaboration between
Brooklyn-based Art Market Productions, which puts on Texas Contemporary and five other fairs nationally, and Microsoft co-founder Paul
Allen’s Vulcan real estate concern. Seattle’s most eligible 62-year-old bachelor — and a prolific art collector — Allen exchanged pleasantries
with well-wishers (“I am exhausted”) as he padded around the VIP opening, his comically long slacks kissing the floor, a picture of tech-mogul
chic.
As art fairs have metastasized worldwide, the savvier ones have sought to distinguish
themselves in two ways: by ensuring local flavor in the gallery mix and by including putatively
noncommercial curated elements. Both methods have been employed here, with varying
degrees of success.
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First, in terms of boosting the home team, 13 of the 62 booths are from Seattle. This is
markedly below the 25 to 30 percent participation that Art Market Productions chief Max
Fishko told me the event was shooting for, but Seattle’s gallery scene is thin, and all the key
names, like Mariane Ibrahim and James Harris galleries, were there. Crucially, tech pandering
was kept to a minimum: Only one booth featured anything related to 3D printing. Asked about
Silicon Valley Contemporary’s brogrammer-friendly San Jose outing last year, Fishko laughed.
“Those guys are idiots,” he said. “The reality is, you can’t put yourself in a situation where
you’re taking some of the most intelligent, creative people in the world and try to foist less
than stellar ideas on them. They’re not gonna buy it.”
Fishko’s approach convinced at least one authority on the subject. Steven Sacks, of
Manhattan’s Bitforms gallery, had turned down overtures from the Silicon Valley fair. But the Seattle fair, said Sacks, whose gallery was
responsible for the Wagenknecht drone enclosure, “felt more authentic in terms of reaching an audience that is more tech savvy.” Dominated
by vanilla postwar and contemporary art — Allan Stone Projects’ stellar Wayne Thiebaud presentation puts to rest the idea that “vanilla” is a
slur here — the Seattle Art Fair seems to have anchored in the safe monocultural harbors of the global collecting class.
Second, with regard to curatorial elements, the fair included some off-site efforts organized by local figures and an impressively expansive onsite project curated by Leeza Ahmady, who directs New York’s Asian Contemporary Art Week. Titled “Thinking Currents,” this occupied a
substantial corner section of the exhibition hall and comprised mostly video works, by artists from the Pacific Rim “and beyond!” (exclamation
point theirs). Although the curatorial brief, printed as a wall text by the entrance, was inscrutably vague (“The exhibition refrains from
engaging in overarching statements in an effort to yield fresh and nuanced contextual stratum [sic]”), many of the 25 works on view were
excellent, with standouts including Araya Rasdjarmrearnsook’s “Death Seminar B,” 2015, Wael Shawky’s “Dictums Manquia I,” 2014, and
Monira Al Qadiri’s “Soap,” 2014. The last, in which maids are inserted into scenes from Gulf television soap operas, echoed the strategies of
the artist Ramiro Gomez, whose service worker luxury-advertising interventions occupied much of the Los Angeles gallery Charlie James’s
booth nearby.
The question is: Can the regional collector base support an annual fair of this caliber? The presence of blue-chip names like Pace, Gagosian,
and David Zwirner is a vote of confidence. Representatives of all three, however, were mum about sales at the end of last night’s opening. A
director at Pace spoke of the gallery’s West Coast ambitions (it did a Menlo Park pop-up last year), while a counterpart at Zwirner expressed
pleasure with the reception of his “very Zwirner” (featuring Carol Bove, Dan Flavin, Wolfgang Tillmans, Yayoi Kusama, and Richard Pettibon,
among others) booth. Local press coverage of the fair is sure to stress the crowds attending — close to five thousand came yesterday, with lines
out the door, and 16,000 are expected through the weekend — yet the tangled matter of economics remains.
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